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  From Cape Town with Love (with embedded videos) Blair
Underwood,Tananarive Due,Steven Barnes,2011-05-17 THE
AWARD-WINNING AUTHORS OF CASANEGRA AND IN THE
NIGHT OF THE HEAT TEAM UP FOR A THIRD TIME TO
PRESENT FROM CAPE TOWN WITH LOVE, A TENNYSON
HARDWICK NOVEL. Actor-turned-detective Tennyson Hardwick
has solved two high-profile deaths in Hollywood, but nothing has
prepared him for a race to save a child’s life. Tennyson’s past in
the sex game cost him his new girlfriend, and he brings her to
Cape Town, South Africa—a scenic film destination and
playground for the rich—to try to win her back. There Tennyson is
hired as a bodyguard by superstar Sofia Maitlin when she visits
an orphanage to adopt an African child. Months later, Maitlin
offers Tennyson one of Hollywood’s hottest tickets—a job as a
bodyguard at adopted daughter Nandi’s A-list celebrity birthday
party. But the party is over before it begins. When Nandi’s
birthday goes dreadfully wrong, it’s up to a guilt-ridden Tennyson
to save a child’s life and reunite a Hollywood family. But how? He
can’t go to the police, the FBI has threatened to arrest him, and
Big Brother is monitoring his telephone calls. To find Nandi,
Tennyson will have to rely on tips from his father—a retired LAPD
captain—and a mysterious woman from his past, Marsha, who has
already proven she can’t be trusted. His strongest lead is a deadly
knife fighter known only as Spider. When his search for the
missing child crosses Marsha’s covert investigation into a
criminal gang with ties to South Africa, Tennyson knows that
finding Nandi might cost him his freedom—or his life. Watch
exclusive scenes from From Cape Town with Love starring Blair
Underwood. Just click the video and watch. Included video:
Interrogation scene, Maitlin hires Tennyson, Tennyson confronts
Marsha by Hollywood sign, Chela boosts up Tennyson by the pool,
Tennyson escapes with Nandi From Cape Town with Love Trailer
  From Cape Town with Love Blair Underwood,Tananarive
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Due,Steven Barnes,2010-05-18 THE AWARD-WINNING
AUTHORS OF CASANEGRA AND IN THE NIGHT OF THE HEAT
TEAM UP FOR A THIRD TIME TO PRESENT FROM CAPE TOWN
WITH LOVE, A TENNYSON HARDWICK NOVEL. Actor-turned-
detective Tennyson Hardwick has solved two high-profile deaths
in Hollywood, but nothing has prepared him for a race to save a
child’s life. Tennyson’s past in the sex game cost him his new
girlfriend, and he brings her to Cape Town, South Africa—a
scenic film destination and playground for the rich—to try to win
her back. There Tennyson is hired as a bodyguard by superstar
Sofia Maitlin when she visits an orphanage to adopt an African
child. Months later, Maitlin offers Tennyson one of Hollywood’s
hottest tickets—a job as a bodyguard at adopted daughter Nandi’s
A-list celebrity birthday party. But the party is over before it
begins. When Nandi’s birthday goes dreadfully wrong, it’s up to a
guilt-ridden Tennyson to save a child’s life and reunite a
Hollywood family. But how? He can’t go to the police, the FBI has
threatened to arrest him, and Big Brother is monitoring his
telephone calls. To find Nandi, Tennyson will have to rely on tips
from his father—a retired LAPD captain—and a mysterious
woman from his past, Marsha, who has already proven she can’t
be trusted. His strongest lead is a deadly knife fighter known only
as Spider. When his search for the missing child crosses Marsha’s
covert investigation into a criminal gang with ties to South Africa,
Tennyson knows that finding Nandi might cost him his
freedom—or his life.
  South by Southeast Blair Underwood,Tananarive
Due,Steven Barnes,2012-09-18 In this next pulse-racing
instalment to an award-winning mystery series, Tennyson
Hardwick faces his most challenging case yet. When the actor-
turned-sleuth is filming his part in a television detective series in
South Beach, Florida, his family join him on set. When his
daughter's friend goes mysteriously missing and later washes
ashore, the authorities fear the death is connected to a highly
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dangerous serial killer. Tennyson believes he knows who the
killer is, but the suspect disappears...or so he thinks. Soon
Tennyson and his family are in grave danger.
  Before I Got Here Blair Underwood,2020-07-13 NAACP Image
Award–winning actor Blair Underwood collects the best of the
profound words of America’s children—including his own—in this
touching collection perfect for sharing with loved ones. Blair
Underwood, known to millions as a star of television and film, has
delivered brilliant performances in Self Made: Inspired by the Life
of Madam C.J. Walker and as the voice of Makuu in Disney
Channel’s The Lion Guard, among others. But his proudest
accomplishment is being a loving husband and father of three
children who keep him in touch with the true meaning of life—not
fame, but family. When Blair Underwood’s young son told him the
dream he had about “the last night before there are no more
mornings and no more nights,” Underwood asked him, “Who told
you that?” His son replied, “God told me when he made me, but I
only had one ear at the time, so I could only hear a little.”
Through conversations with family and friends, Underwood
discovered how very often people have children who say things
that have “left them with their jaws on the floor.” As a
consequence, he and Donyell Kennedy-McCullough created a
website as a destination for others to share their profound
moments with children. The response from people all over the
world was tremendous and led to the creation of Before I Got
Here, a collection of the best of the conversations and stories
from people’s responses, revealing just how brilliant and
spiritually in tune our children can be. Before I Got Here makes
you smile in the tradition of Kids Say the Darndest Things, and
inspires—with the wonderful photographs of children taken by
coauthor Donyell Kennedy-McCullough—is a wonderful gift for
ourselves and others, showing the inherent wisdom that children
possess, with the power to astound us and change our lives.
  Casanegra Blair Underwood,Tananarive Due,Steven
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Barnes,2008-06-03 Struggling to hold on to his career while
endeavoring to redeem a scandalous past that estranged him
from his family, actor Tennyson Hardwick finds himself accused
of murder in the aftermath of his strict LAPD captain father's
stroke. Reprint.
  The Tennyson Hardwick Collection Blair
Underwood,Tananarive Due,Steven Barnes,2012-08-21 A dream
team collaboration of award-winning Hollywood actor and author
of Before I Got Here Blair Underwood and award-winning
novelists—and married couple—Tananarive Due and Steven
Barnes bring you three of their hot, action-packed novels.
Casanegra Casanegra follows the adventures of Tennyson
Hardwick, a gorgeous, sexy actor and former gigolo, living on the
fringes of the good life in Hollywood. This story, which chronicles
the redemption of a prodigal son, combines the glamour of
Hollywood with the seedy hopelessness of the inner city. In the
Night of the Heat Award-winning actor and author Blair
Underwood joins forces with two amazing and award-winning
authors Tananarive Due and Steven Barnes to deliver the second
installation in the stunning and provocative Tennyson Hardwick
novel In the Night of the Heat. From Cape Town with Love Actor-
turned-detective Tennyson Hardwick has solved two high-profile
deaths in Hollywood, but nothing has prepared him for a race to
save a child’s life. This thrilling page-turner will have readers
waiting with bated breath to discover what lies behind the
secrecy and causes men and women to risk jail (or worse) to gain
power and wealth—even if it means risking the life of an innocent
child.
  In the Night of the Heat Blair Underwood,Tananarive
Due,Steven Barnes,2009-04-07 Hoping for a respite as his father
slowly recovers from a stroke, Hollywood actor Tennyson
Hardwick strives to land decent acting jobs and enjoys a
relationship with his new girlfriend, circumstances that affect his
perceptions about commitment and responsibility.
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  Olympic Pride, American Prejudice Deborah Riley
Draper,Blair Underwood,Travis Thrasher,2020-02-04 In this
“must-read for anyone concerned with race, sports, and politics in
America” (William C. Rhoden, New York Times bestselling
author), the inspirational and largely unknown true story of the
eighteen African American athletes who competed in the 1936
Berlin Olympic Games, defying the racism of both Nazi Germany
and the Jim Crow South. Set against the turbulent backdrop of a
segregated United States, sixteen Black men and two Black
women are torn between boycotting the Olympic Games in Nazi
Germany or participating. If they go, they would represent a
country that considered them second-class citizens and would
compete amid a strong undercurrent of Aryan superiority that
considered them inferior. Yet, if they stayed, would they ever
have a chance to prove them wrong on a global stage? Five
athletes, full of discipline and heart, guide you through this
harrowing and inspiring journey. There’s a young and feisty Tidye
Pickett from Chicago, whose lithe speed makes her the first
African American woman to compete in the Olympic Games; a
quiet Louise Stokes from Malden, Massachusetts, who breaks
records across the Northeast with humble beginnings training on
railroad tracks. We find Mack Robinson in Pasadena, California,
setting an example for his younger brother, Jackie Robinson; and
the unlikely competitor Archie Williams, a lanky book-smart teen
in Oakland takes home a gold medal. Then there’s Ralph
Metcalfe, born in Atlanta and raised in Chicago, who becomes the
wise and fierce big brother of the group. From burning crosses
set on the Robinsons’s lawn to a Pennsylvania small town on fire
with praise and parades when the athletes return from Berlin,
Olympic Pride, American Prejudice has “done the world a favor by
bringing into the sunlight the unknown story of eighteen black
Olympians who should never be forgotten. This book is both
beautiful and wrenching, and essential to understanding the rich
history of African American athletes” (Kevin Merida, editor-in-
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chief of ESPN’s The Undefeated).
  My Soul to Keep Tananarive Due,2011-11-15 An eerie epic. I
loved this novel. -- Stephen King The award-winning master of
horror, acclaimed author, screenwriter, and scholar Tananarive
Due’s classic African Immortals series starts with an electrifying
piece of dark fantasy, My Soul to Keep. When Jessica marries
David, he is everything she wants in a family man: brilliant,
attentive, ever youthful. Yet she still feels something about him is
just out of reach. Soon, as people close to Jessica begin to meet
violent, mysterious deaths, David makes an unimaginable
confession: More than 400 years ago, he and other members of an
Ethiopian sect traded their humanity so they would never die, a
secret he must protect at any cost. Now, his immortal brethren
have decided David must return and leave his family in Miami.
Instead, David vows to invoke a forbidden ritual to keep Jessica
and his daughter with him forever. Harrowing, engrossing and
skillfully rendered, My Soul to Keep traps Jessica between the
desperation of immortals who want to rob her of her life and a
husband who wants to rob her of her soul. With deft plotting and
an unforgettable climax, this tour de force that Stephen King
called 'An eerie epic' is sure to win Due a legion of new fans.
  Nelson Mandela's Favorite African Folktales Nelson
Mandela,2002 Mandela, the Nobel Laureate for Peace, has
selected 32 African stories for this extraordinary new book, an
anthology that presents Africa's oldest folk tales to the children of
the world. Full color.
  Air Force Combat Units of World War II Maurer Maurer,1961
  Fat Girls Hiking Summer Michaud-Skog,2022-03-29 “An
invaluable guide…Kudos to the author for changing the narrative
on inclusiveness, breaking down stereotypes, and building body
positivity.” —Booklist From the founder of the Fat Girls Hiking
community comes an inclusive, inspiring call to the outdoors for
people of all body types, sizes, and backgrounds. In a book
brimming with heartfelt stories, practical advice, personal profiles
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of Fat Girls Hiking community members, and helpful trail reviews,
Summer Michaud-Skog creates space for marginalized bodies
with an insistent conviction that outdoor recreation should
welcome everyone. Whether you’re an experienced or aspiring
hiker, you’ll be empowered to hit the trails and find yourself in
nature. Trails not scales!
  Mission from Cape Coast Castle to Ashantee Thomas Edward
Bowdich,1873
  My Soul to Take Yrsa Sigurdardottir,2010-04-29 A chilling
crime novel from the Queen of Icelandic crime and author of the
highly-acclaimed LAST RITUALS. If I die before I wake . . . A
grisly murder is committed at a health resort situated in a
recently renovated farmhouse, which turns out to be notorious for
being haunted. Attorney Thora Gudmundsdottir is called upon by
the owner of the resort - the prime suspect in the case - to
represent him. Her investigations uncover some very disturbing
occurrences at the farm decades earlier - things that have never
before seen the light of day . . . MY SOUL TO TAKE is a chilling,
dark and witty crime novel, and a welcome return for Thora, the
heroine of the highly-acclaimed LAST RITUALS.
  History of Windham County, Connecticut: 1600-1760
Ellen Douglas Larned,1874
  The Final Cut Michael Dobbs,2014-07-01 The final book in
the Internationally Bestselling trilogy that inspired the hit Netflix
series House of Cards. Months from taking his place as the
longest-serving Prime Minister this century, Francis Urquhart's
country is tiring of him. But he's not about to be driven from
office. If the public demands new blood, that is precisely what he
will give them... This is a different Francis Urquhart more
vulnerable, more loving, and more ruthless than ever. He will risk
everything, but one thing is certain: whatever the outcome of this,
his greatest gamble, the name of Francis Urquhart will never be
forgotten. Finishing the dark tale of greed, corruption, and
unquenchable ambition, The Final Cut reveals that no matter the
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country, politics, intrigue and passion reign in the corridors of
power. An explosive political thriller, fans of Vince Flynn, David
Baldacci and Robert Ludlum will enjoy this stunning conclusion to
Dobb's trilogy. As a former advisor to Margaret Thatcher,
Conservative Party Chief of Staff, and now peer of the realm and
Conservative member of the House of Lords, Baron Michael
Dobbs provides an insider look at the twists and turns of British
politics. Other books in the House of Cards series: House of
Cards, Book 1 The dark, twisting schemes of a politician
determined to succeed To Play The King, Book 2 Newly elected
Prime Minister plots to take on the Monarchy to grab even more
power The Final Cut, Book 3 The perfect finale to this twisted
trilogy, Urquhart refuses to close his career quietly What readers
are saying about House of Cards: If you enjoy political intrigue,
murder, and a truly loathsome character you will greatly enjoy
this final installment by Dobbs. Great book highly recommend if
you are currently viewing House of Cards. Francis Urquhart is on
a par with RIchard III as a baddie of literature. And yet Dobbs has
us cheering from him at every turn. Dobbs ties off the House of
Cards series with a bang and pens, perhaps, his best novel of the
trilogy. Francis Urquhart at his finest, the ultimate chess game
against the world. the sharpest, smartest, and most intelligent
writing I have read. A superb ending to the series! What
reviewers are saying about House of Cards: A triumphant
return...the best book of the three. The action is unflagging, the
characterization razor-sharp, the satirical barbs at politics and
politicians unfailingly accurate. What a brilliant creation F.U. is. -
Sunday Telegraph Razor-sharp and merciless...One thing is
certain: F.U. will be remembered for much longer than many a
real Prime Minister. - Daily Mail Thoroughly entertaining.
Urquhart is a joy, and the wonderful games he plays have lost
none of their attraction. - The Times What everyone is saying
about the House of Cards books: This blood and thunder tale,
lifelike and thoroughly cynical, certainly carries the ring of
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authenticity....a great triumph. - The Independent ...a political
thriller writer with a marvellous inside track knowledge of
government. - Daily Express If you are a fan of the modern TV
series than you should definitely pick up these books. Michael
Dobbs has an uncanny knack of forecasting the future. A
fascinating read and a conclusion that would send a chill through
Buckingham Palace. - Sunday Express
  Grave Misfortune: The USS Indianapolis Tragedy Richard A.
Hulver,2019-06-03 Dedicated to the Sailors and Marines who lost
their lives on the final voyage of USS Indianapolis and to those
who survived the torment at sea following its sinking. plus the
crews that risked their lives in rescue ships. The USS Indianapolis
(CA-35) was a decorated World War II warship that is primarily
remembered for her worst 15 minutes. . This ship earned ten (10)
battle stars for her service in World War II and was credited for
shooting down nine (9) enemy planes. However, this fame was
overshadowed by the first 15 minutes July 30, 1945, when she
was struck by two (2) torpedoes from Japanese submarine I-58
and sent to the bottom of the Philippine Sea. The sinking of
Indianapolis and the loss of 880 crew out of 1,196 --most deaths
occurring in the 4-5 day wait for a rescue delayed --is a tragedy in
U.S. naval history. This historical reference showcases primary
source documents to tell the story of Indianapolis, the history of
this tragedy from the U.S. Navy perspective. It recounts the
sinking, rescue efforts, follow-up investigations, aftermath and
continuing communications efforts. Included are deck logs to
better understand the ship location when she sunk and testimony
of survivors and participants. For additional historical
publications produced by the U.S. Naval History and Heritage
Command, please check out these resources here:
https://bookstore.gpo.gov/agency/naval-history-heritage-command
Year 2016 marked the 71st anniversary of the sinking and
another spike in public attention on the loss -- including a big
screen adaptation of the story, talk of future films,
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documentaries, and planned expeditions to locate the wreckage of
the warship.
  Sins of the Mother Sandia Lowe,2009-12-15 For ten years
succesful attorney Rianne Hazelton lived her life in the shadow of
her diastrous marriage to British-Ghanian oil tycoon, Xavier Osei.
Her carefully constructed life comes crashing down when she
comes face to face with him at her estranged sister ́s wedding in
her native St. Croix. Will she finally expunge the demons of her
brief marriage? Can the sisters put their painful past behind
them? Xavier has a secret, about a woman she never understood,
her mother, the time to tell her is now but will it consume her and
doom their love forever?
  The Good House Tananarive Due,2006 Award-winning author
Due's spine tingling tale of supernatural suspense weaves a
stronger net than ever (Kirkus Reviews) as a woman searches for
the inherited power that can save her hometown from the forces
of evil.
  FCC Record United States. Federal Communications
Commission,2011
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